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Boat to Gaza, Break the Illegal Israeli Blockade
Women of the World Need Your Support to Sail for Palestine

By Canadian Boat to Gaza Team
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The people of Palestine – both Gaza and the West Bank, arbitrarily split by Israeli separation
policies  which  are  illegal  in  international  law  –  suffer  daily  abuse,  deprivation  and
oppression. The United Nations, as well  as major aid agencies such as Oxfam, provide
testimony that Gaza has not been able to recover from the last Israeli assault of 2014.
75,000 people cannot return to their ruined homes and 80% of the population relies on
international humanitarian aid just to survive.

Women are in the front line – literally. They are the ones trying to keep their homes and
families together among their ruined houses. They are the ones trying to guide and protect
their traumatized children living in a war zone. They are the ones suffering, but they are also
the ones leading.

Take for example Palestinian journalist Ameera Harouda, who runs towards the sounds of
bombs because “I want to be there first because these stories should be told”.

Recognizing the vital role of women in Gaza, the Canadian Boat to Gaza campaign is
participating in the Freedom Flotilla Coalition campaign to send an All-Women’s boat to
support women in Gaza and to challenge the illegal Israeli blockade. Committed women in
public life around the world have volunteered to sail with the Women’s Boat to Gaza.

U.S. playwright Naomi Wallace describes her participation: “The collective venture of the
Women’s  Boat  to  Gaza  is  an  act  of  defiance  against  the  criminal  incarceration  of  and
frequent acts of war against an entire population, the majority of whom are children. It is
also an intervention to highlight decades of astonishingly creative resistance by Palestinian
women against Israel’s illegal occupation.” She adds: “Why will I be on the boat?  I am a
playwright.  It’s both my duty and inspiration to engage with and expose systems that
diminish us, like occupation, racism and brutality.”

Irish Nobel Prize Laureate Mairead Maquire says “I am sailing on the Women’s Boat to Gaza
because I love my Palestinian brothers and sisters and l want to stand with them in all our
struggle for Palestinian freedom and rights.” Also on board will be Members of Parliament,
other eminent women and activists from over a dozen countries.

These  women  need  our  financial  support  to  sail  for  Gaza.  They  are  donating  their  time,
courage and energy, but need financial  donations to buy and equip the boats and provide
the other support this campaign needs. http://canadaboatgaza.org/donate/

You, too, can get on board this vitally important initiative and show your commitment to
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Palestinian women of Gaza and those who would support them by donating to this campaign
and helping to spread the word to your friends, family colleagues and other contacts.

Each one of the women sailing on the boats carries with her the support you provide.

Get on board this campaign and help the women of Gaza and the women’s boat to Gaza.

Follow us and to get involved at:
www.canadaboatgaza.org and womensboattogaza.org
www.facebook.com/FreedomFlotillaCoalition andwww.facebook.com/CanadaBoatGaza
Twitter @GazaFFlotilla @CanadaBoatGaza
In Solidarity,

Canadian Boat to Gaza Team
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